Purpose -Library-world "languages of description" are increasingly being expressed using the resource description framework (RDF) for compatibility with linked data approaches. This article aims to look at how issues around the Dublin Core, a small "metadata element set," exemplify issues that must be resolved in order to ensure that library data meet traditional standards for quality and consistency while remaining broadly interoperable with other data sources in the linked data environment. Design/methodology/approach -The article focuses on how the Dublin Core -originally seen, in traditional terms, as a simple record format -came increasingly to be seen as an RDF vocabulary for use in metadata based on a "statement" model, and how new approaches to metadata evolved to bridge the gap between these models. Findings -The translation of library standards into RDF involves the separation of languages of description, per se, from the specific data formats into which they have for so long been embedded. When defined with "minimal ontological commitment," languages of description lend themselves to the sort of adaptation that is inevitably a part of any human linguistic activity. With description set profiles, the quality and consistency of data traditionally required for sharing records among libraries can be ensured by placing precise constraints on the content of data records -without compromising the interoperability of the underlying vocabularies in the wider linked data context. Practical implications -In today's environment, library data must continue to meet high standards of consistency and quality, yet it must be possible to link or merge the data with sources that follow other standards. Placing constraints on the data created, more than on the underlying vocabularies, allows both requirements to be met. Originality/value -This paper examines how issues around the Dublin Core exemplify issues that must be resolved to ensure library data meet quality and consistency standards while remaining interoperable with other data sources.
Introduction
Resource description is inherently linguistic in nature. Over the past decade, the bibliographic and subject standards used in the library world for bibliographic control -in Svenonius's terms, its languages of description -have progressively been translated into the language of the semantic web and linked data. Linked data is a growing body of datasets on the worldwide web that are interconnected by means of the resource description framework (RDF) (W3C, 2004a) -a language for specifying relationships between things -using web-based uniform resource identifiers (URIs, or "web addresses") to identify both the things described and the terms used to describe them (Berners-Lee, 2006) . Semantic web designates the technologies underlying linked data.
With RDF, languages of description acquire a common grammar. Not to be confused with "RDF/XML," which is just one of several syntaxes for "serializing" RDF data machine-readably with angle brackets (W3C, 2004b) , RDF is fundamentally a grammar for a language of data. It is a language designed by humans to express human thoughts in a form amenable to processing by machines. URIs are words of that language. As in natural language, these URI-words fall into grammatical categories -classes and properties, roughly analogous to nouns and verbs. RDF statements follow a simple three-part sentence structure, the triple. Analogously to paragraphs, RDF statements are aggregated into RDF graphs. As pointers to the owners of domains in the globally managed domain name system (DNS), URIs function as footnotes. Inasmuch the URIs resolve to documented definitions, the web itself provides this language of data with its dictionary. Translation into the language of RDF properties and classes puts heretofore disparate languages of description onto a unified grammatical foundation. Translation into RDF takes languages of description out of hefty tomes and makes their terms individually citable on the global Web, where they can turn into hubs of references linking information both within and without the walls of the library world.
Milestones in this movement towards expressing library standards in RDF include the publication in 2009 of the Library of Congress Subject Headings as the key implementation of a new W3C standard, simple knowledge organization system (SKOS) (Library of Congress, 2008 ) -the first step towards a comprehensive service for authorities and vocabularies, id.loc.gov (Library of Congress, 2011a) . RDF became the basis of the data model for Europeana, a portal to resources at circa 1500 institutions across Europe (Europeana, 2010) , and the basis of experiments and pilot projects at countless other libraries, large and small. A workshop of library technologists held in July 2011 at Stanford formulated a "Manifesto for Linked Libraries (et al.) " to the effect "that to foment the development of a disruptive paradigm for knowledge representation and discovery on the web, the library community will need to depart from 'doing business as usual' and adopt new psychologies and new approaches to both metadata and collaboration" (Stanford Linked Data Workshop, 2011) . The "et al." in the manifesto title refers to the need to engage related communities, such as museums and archives.
As of December 2011, the Library of Congress has recently announced a new project aimed at replacing its machine-readable cataloging (MARC) format with a bibliographic framework that would be "focused on the web environment, linked data principles and mechanisms, and the resource description framework (RDF) as a basic data model." Acknowledging that the ideas behind linked data had found "substantial resonance even beyond the cultural heritage sector" and citing a recently published report from a library linked data incubator group of the World Wide Web Consortium , the Library of Congress announcement anticipated that RDF would "enable the integration of library data and other cultural heritage data on the Web for more expansive user access to information" (Library of Congress, 2011a).
Languages of description
This paper looks at the broader shift of the library world towards an RDF data model in historical context and from the perspective of developments around Dublin Core -a pioneering metadata standard from the early days of the worldwide web which has evolved into a key vocabulary for the semantic web and linked data. The paper describes how a small element set provided a focal point for re-thinking the role of metadata in general:
(1) The first section shows how the Dublin Core metadata element set, initially seen as a simple record format, was increasingly seen as an RDF vocabulary. In ways that can perhaps be appreciated only in retrospect, ambiguity about the nature of Dublin Core reflected a contrast between traditional information management approaches -based on metadata records composed of data elements in fixed formats -and an emerging approach towards metadata as composed of statements using properties and classes drawn from RDF vocabularies. (2) The paper next explains the idea behind application profiles, which document the design of metadata records customized for specific purposes. The section describes how a DCMI abstract model was formulated as a basis for designing metadata records for interoperability independently of specific implementation technologies such as HTML and XML. The Singapore framework for Dublin Core application profiles made explicit a fundamental distinction between description set profiles, used to specify how the contents of metadata records have been constrained for particular applications, and the underlying domain models and RDF vocabularies that provide the basis for interoperability in a linked data environment. (3) A section on "harmonization with related standards" recounts how the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) engaged over the years with other standardization communities with the goal of achieving metadata interoperability, and how this goal came to be defined as interoperability on the basis of RDF. The section discusses how interoperability with the library world will depend on how key standards such as International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD), Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR), and Resource Description and Access (RDA) are translated into RDF. (4) A discussion follows of how DCMI metadata terms relate to the larger ecosystem of vocabularies that underpin linked data. In the near term, the coherence of linked data will depend on the creation of mappings ("alignments") among overlapping terms in a growing corpus of vocabularies. In the long term, the usability of today's linked data in future decades will depend in part on the preservation of its vocabularies by memory institutions. (5) The paper closes with reflections on the role of languages of description in the new linked data environment and implications for metadata design.
Dublin Core as an RDF vocabulary
The original "Dublin Core" was the result of a March 1995 workshop in Dublin, Ohio which asked: "Can a simple metadata record be defined that sufficiently describes a wide range of electronic objects?" To define such a record, the workshop sought LHT 30,1 "consensus on a list of metadata elements" (Weibel, 1995; emphasis mine) . Its name, Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, evoked the data elements of the MARC format (Machine-Readable Bibliographic Information Committee, 1996) . The host of the meeting, OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc., was one of the largest providers of MARC-format cataloging records in the world, and several workshop participants were active members of the maintenance committee for MARC, Machine-Readable Bibliographic Information Committee (MARBI). With MARC in mind, the workshop objective was framed as that of creating "a record that is more informative than an index entry but is less complete than a formal cataloging record" (Weibel, 1995 While the limitations of a flat, rigid, even simplistic 15-element format were clear from the outset, the nascent Dublin Core community wanted to avoid the path of uncontrolled complexification. A follow-up workshop after one year, in March 1996, scoped "the Dublin Core" as a deliberately limited type of description, intended to be complemented by other, semantically richer "packages" of metadata associated with a resource (Lagoze, 1996) . The following year's workshop elaborated a framework for "qualifying" the meanings of elements with semantically narrower sub-elements, and for qualifying the values of elements with language tags or encoding schemescontextual information specifying string formats (e.g. for dates) or the controlled lists from which given values were taken (Weibel et al., 1997) . This framework eventually led to the publication in July 2000 of several dozen "Dublin Core Qualifiers" (DCMI, 2000) .
The development of this framework for Dublin-Core-style resource description coincided, chronologically, with the organization of a working group of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for developing the resource description framework (RDF). Organizers of the working group attended the 1997 Dublin Core workshop. A meeting of the Dublin Core Data Model Working Group in September 1998 decided that the "DC data model" should be founded on RDF (DCMI, 1999) . The first W3C recommendation for the RDF model and syntax of February 1999 specifically cited Dublin Core as an example (W3C, 1999). Eric Miller -both the deputy director of what was now referred to as the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative and a key member of W3C's RDF effort -began to publish the Dublin Core metadata element set and Dublin Core qualifiers as RDF schemas, making Dublin Core among the first of a handful of vocabularies to be declared as a set of RDF properties (the RDF counterpart of record-format elements) and identified using URIs. A published "grammar of Dublin Core" aimed at popularizing the notion of metadata based on statements and provided a rough mapping to RDF triples (Baker, 2000) .
The implications of defining DCMI metadata terms with respect to a formal data model, specifically RDF, were not clearly understood in the Dublin Core community at the time and led to animated debate, notably in the extended, somewhat chaotically democratic process of defining and balloting the 2000 set of Dublin Core qualifiers.
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While from the perspective of MARC-like data elements, for example, a Creator might be said to have a sub-element for Affiliation, the proposed qualifier for Affiliation was judged by others as not conforming to the notion of an element refinement -seen as a sub-property in an RDF sense -and was therefore rejected. While the result qualifiers vote of 2000 turned out to be consistent with RDF formalisms, RDF did not have enough momentum at the time to persuade the Dublin Core community that DCMI's own emergent metadata framework should be abandoned in its favor; suggestions that this be done were strongly resisted. When further maintenance decisions about DCMI Metadata Terms were delegated to a new usage board with a fixed membership, formal processes, and a mission "to ensure an orderly evolution of metadata vocabularies grounded in grammatical principle" in 2001 (DCMI Usage Board, 2001), the usage board consolidated its own semi-formal "grammatical principles" as the basis for decisions, defining element refinements as properties and sharpening the distinction between specific types of encoding scheme (DCMI Usage Board, 2003) .
On a parallel track, W3C achieved further clarity and stability for RDF with a revised suite of specifications in February 2004 February (W3C, 2004a . Widespread acceptance of RDF, however, was achieved only with the success of "linked data" after 2006 (Berners-Lee, 2006) . During this time, the Dublin Core community progressively aligned its terminology with that of RDF through successive iterations of the DCMI abstract model (discussed in the next section) and with the assignment of formal (RDF) domains and ranges to DCMI metadata terms in 2008 (Powell et al., 2008) . By 2009, linked data was popular enough to become the theme of DCMI's annual conference. With the publication of W3C's simple knowledge organization system (SKOS) -a model for expressing controlled lists, classification schemes, and thesauri in RDF (W3C, 2009) -and its adoption by the Library of Congress for its new authorities and vocabularies service, id.loc.gov (Library of Congress, 2011b), the idea of linked data gained significant traction in the library world.
As summarized in Table I , the path from the Dublin Core "elements" of 1995, through the "qualifiers" of 2000, to full and explicit alignment with RDF concepts took roughly a decade. As in the wider library community, however, the shift from viewing metadata in terms of record formats to viewing it in terms of statements based on a "grammar" remains incomplete. The difference between these two views has been expressed as a difference in "interoperability level" between interoperability on the basis of shared term definitions (the basis of MARC-like data elements) and The Dublin Core (1995) DCMI Grammatical Principles (2001) DCAM ( interoperability on the basis of formal semantics (RDF) -formal semantics meaning logical expressions than can be processed automatically by machines (Nilsson et al., 2009) . As discussed below, the difference in perspective poses implementation challenges that have yet to fully play out.
Application profiles and the DCMI abstract model Early workshops had sought to keep a Dublin Core description -seen as a record format -tightly scoped by seeing it as just one, intentionally simple type of metadata among many other, potentially more expressive, types of metadata that could be associated with an object. The early workshops had also focused on enabling a Dublin Core description -again seen as a format -to be customized in a principled way with qualifiers. The workshop of October 2000 broadened the notion of a Dublin Core description by introducing the application profile -a document describing how elements could be drawn from one or more existing sources ("mixing and matching") and constrained with specific schemes and values in order to optimize a metadata standard for use in a particular local application (Heery and Patel, 2000) .
While the general idea behind application profiles seemed clear enough, its interpretation in practice reflected the growing ambiguity around whether "the Dublin Core" was really a record format or an RDF vocabulary. This ambiguity revealed itself in confusion about whether Dublin Core elements could be combined in an application profile with "elements" drawn from standards that were defined as XML formats. "Dublin Core metadata" was implemented in a variety of ways that did not interoperate -where despite sharing metadata elements, data could not be exchanged among applications using different implementation technologies and re-used or interpreted correctly.
The proliferation of such non-interoperable implementations provided one of the key incentives for developing an abstract model for Dublin Core metadata records as "a reference model against which particular DC encoding guidelines can be compared, in order to facilitate better mappings and translations between different syntaxes" (Powell, 2003) . While RDF, in theory, offered itself as the basis for this reference model, RDF was in reality seen at the time by a large part of the Dublin Core community as a research project of dubious practical value -less a fundamentally different way to conceptualize metadata than a needlessly complicated flavor of XML (Baker and Johnston, 2010) . In retrospect, the iterations of the DCMI Abstract Model can be seen as an effort to nudge the model and terminology for explaining the generic structure of metadata records onto a foundation in RDF in gradual stages.
Though both were grounded conceptually in RDF, the DCMI Abstract Model (DCAM) and the RDF abstract syntax were designed for different purposes. RDF was designed for making statements about reality; DCAM was designed for specifying the contents of metadata records. DCAM was meant to provide a basis for guidelines that would allow metadata records to be encoded using XML, HTML, and in principle any concrete implementation syntax, while allowing the contents of metadata records to be exported straightforwardly as RDF triples. Guidelines were developed for representing DCAM description sets using two popular implementation syntaxes -HTML/XHTML (Johnston and Powell, 2008a ) and XML ) -and a mapping was defined to enable DCAM to be used with any of the several interchangeable implementation syntaxes available for RDF (Nilsson et al., 2008b) . To achieve this, Languages of description DCAM defined several grouping constructs not covered by the RDF standards, notably description (a set of statements about a single resource) and description set (the record, inasmuch a record may include information more than one resource). In DCAM, these constructs contain "slots" for holding URIs and string values -the components of a metadata record that can be tested or validated. Figure 1 very roughly shows how the nodes and arcs of an RDF graph map to descriptions and description sets in the DCMI abstract model.
Description set profiles for specifying particular sets of metadata records DCAM was designed as the basis for defining a description set profile -a formal description of the content of metadata records custom-designed for particular applications. A draft description set profile (DSP) constraint language (Nilsson, 2008) provided generic terminology for defining templates for metadata records, e.g. for saying that records matching a particular template will describe books and authors, that a book must have "at least one but no more than five" authors, that an author must have a name (using foaf:name from the friend of a friend vocabulary), and that the date of publication must be given in the YYYY-MM-DD format. Templates provide a context for constraining the theoretically boundless set of statements that could be made in metadata to the specific set of statements that the metadata has been designed to say in practice. A description set profile defined using a constraint language can in principle serves a broad range of uses, from sharing the metadata model of an application with a wider community to configuring databases, metadata editing tools, and validators. The description set profile represented the formalization of the application profile idea first presented in 2000. At the DC-2007 conference in Singapore, the term application profile was broadened to encompass the full set of documentation that would make a well-designed record format easier for other implementers to adopt and re-use. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the Singapore Framework for Dublin Core Application Profiles (Nilsson et al., 2008a) sees the description set profile as the centerpiece of a specification that documents how a description set profile is built on a domain model (a model of the entities described by the metadata) and designed according to functional requirements. The description set profile provides the basis for a data format in a concrete syntax for which a mapping to DCAM has been defined. The Singapore framework illustrates how the domain model for a specific application may be based on a domain model used in a wider community and how a description set profile uses externally defined metadata vocabularies such as Dublin Core. Finally, the framework shows how both the DCMI abstract model underlying the description set profile and the metadata vocabularies used in the profile are based on the "foundation standard" RDF.
Harmonization with related standards
Following its early connection with W3C's RDF effort, the Dublin Core metadata community began a series of outreach activities to other related metadata communities. Discussions with the INDECS/DOI community of authors, rights holders, and publishers on "seeking common ground in the expression of metadata for information resources" in November 1998 had no follow-up beyond the end of the INDECS Project in 2000. From today's perspective, however, the talks appear oddly prescient in their focus on RDF, not yet a W3C Recommendation; on the Functional Requirements for 
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Bibliographic Records, only recently approved by IFLA; and by having taken place at the Library of Congress (Bearman et al., 1999) . The next outreach, between DCMI and Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) learning object metadata (LOM) working group, began with a joint taskforce meeting in August 2001 (Duval et al., 2002) . One early step was a project to create an RDF interpretation for the XML representation of LOM (Nilsson et al., 2003) . One of its authors, Mikael Nilsson, joined the effort to develop the DCMI abstract model. Over time, the lessons learned from the DCMI/LOM effort were distilled into the notion of metadata harmonization (Nilsson, 2010) . According to Nilsson, metadata is interoperable if records can be exchanged between two applications and interpreted correctly by both. In contrast, metadata is harmonized if records based on different specifications (such as Dublin Core and IEEE/LOM) can be mapped to a common model and interpreted correctly on the basis of that model. The recipe for harmonization is to adopt a common model based on formal semantics -in today's environment, this means RDF -and create mappings to the model which faithfully translate the meanings of each specification.
The "London meeting" and follow-up The next major opportunity for harmonization resulted from a meeting at the British Library, in May 2007, between representatives of the standardization communities around Dublin Core, the semantic web, and resource description and access (RDA), the draft standard slated to replace Anglo-American cataloguing rules (British Library, 2007) . The meeting resulted in a widely blogged recommendation that the RDA committee of principals and DCMI seek funding for publishing RDA element and value vocabularies in RDF and SKOS and for developing an "RDA DC application profile based on FRBR and FRAD." The expected benefits were that the library community would get a metadata standard compatible with web architecture and semantic web standards; the DCMI community would get an application profile, based both on the DCMI abstract model and FRBR, as a high-profile exemplar for others to follow; the semantic web community would acquire a metadata vocabulary of very high quality; and RDA would be available as a high-quality vocabulary for take-up by the wider semantic web community.
Follow-up on the "London meeting" was undertaken in a DCMI/RDA task group, which over time created six element sets (in RDF terms, property vocabularies) for the entities of FRBR and for RDA elements, relationships, and roles, as well as seventy controlled lists of terms. As of November 2011, most of these vocabularies still had the status of "new-proposed," though some vocabularies, such as RDA form of musical notation, had the status of "published" (OMR, 2011).
The London meeting also led to the formation in August 2007 of a new FRBR Namespaces Project within IFLA, which was tasked with defining "appropriate namespaces for FRBR (entity-relationship) in RDF and other appropriate syntaxes" (Dunsire, 2008) . The project specifically aimed at the creation of a "branded" namespace domain and the acceptance by IFLA of "appropriate commitments to ownership, governance and administration requirements." This initiative, in turn, led IFLA's ISBD/XML study group to reorient itself to the development of an RDF representation of the element set and value vocabularies of the consolidated edition of International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) (Willer et al., 2010) . RDF representations of LHT 30,1 FRBR, ISBD, functional requirements for authority data (FRAD), and functional requirements for subject authority data (FRSAD) were published by 2011.
Contrasting approaches to translation into RDF
The approaches taken by the two IFLA projects for translating FRBR and ISBD into RDF present a significant contrast. The ISBD standard defines the structure of a bibliographic metadata record, for example by specifying mandatory and optional components and the order and repeatability of elements. Inasmuch the DCMI abstract model is about the components of metadata records, the translation of ISBD into RDF follows the Singapore framework by defining an RDF vocabulary of ISBD properties and using those properties in specifically constrained ways in a description set profile. Intended uses include parsing ISBD records into triples and checking the integrity of ISBD records by identifying missing elements or sequencing errors. Defined independently of the ISBD application profiles, the RDF properties defined for ISBD were made available for use in other applications, notably an experimental representation of British National Bibliography records in RDF.
The translation of FRBR into RDF followed a contrasting approach . Work, expression, manifestation, and item -the "group 1" or "WEMI" entities of FRBR -are defined in an ontology using W3C's web ontology language, OWL. Ontologies are formal concept schemes that define a cartoon-like universe focused on "things of interest" in the real world. As Svenonius puts it, an ontology is "a theory regarding the entities, especially abstract entities to be admitted into a language of description" (Svenonius, 2000) . In the FRBR ontology, the entities work, expression, manifestation, and item are defined as disjoint classes and the relationships between entities are defined as disjoint properties. Declaring the entities to be disjoint means that in the FRBR universe, a resource belongs clearly to one of the four classes. If one statement declares a resource to be a work, and another declares that same resource to be an expression, then by definition one of the statements must be wrong. Where the conceptual domain of ISBD is the single, undifferentiated resource as the subject of all metadata statements, the conceptual domain of FRBR in OWL is four neatly differentiated, non-overlapping entities. The subject of triples in a bibliographic description following the FRBR ontology is a resource belonging to one of the four WEMI classes.
This particular representation in OWL has been strongly criticized for presenting an overly rigid interpretation of FRBR -one that imposes sharp ontological distinctions on users who may make different distinctions in their conceptual universes (e.g. in describing music or films) or, more pragmatically, in their existing database environments (e.g. bibliographic records versus holdings records). Strongly defined dependencies between the WEMI entities cause the existence of works, expressions, manifestations, and items as resources to be inferred. Describing a creator or subject, for example, implies the existence of a work. Describing the language of a text implies the existence of an expression. The rigidity of this conceptual universe becomes a particular problem when trying to merge FRBR-based data with non-FRBR-based data. Should the non-FRBR-based description of a book, for example, be considered comparable to the description of a work, an expression, a manifestation, or an item? It cannot be considered comparable to more than one without violating the laws of the conceptual universe delineated in the FRBR ontology.
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The rigidity of this FRBR interpretation has motivated the creation of workarounds. For example, one RDF expression of RDA, which is based on WEMI classes, pragmatically includes "general" properties, free of relationships to specific WEMI classes -an approach intended to facilitate the merging of RDA-based and non-RDA-based descriptions in the linked data environment (Hillman et al., 2010) . Ross Singer proposes what he refers to as "commonThing" properties -properties for expressing a relationship between any two resources that allows the existence of a common FRBR entity simply to be implied (Singer, 2011) .
In a "revisioning" of cataloging theory, Ronald Murray and Barbara Tillett suggest an alternative interpretation of FRBR: one in which the WEMI entities are seen as "groups of statements that occupy different levels of abstraction" -less as classes (sets of things) than as sub-graphs in a description (sets of statements and sets of relationships about things) (Murray and Tillett, 2011a) . The WEMI sub-graphs hold four sets of statements reflecting four complementary views of a resource (see the appended diagrams in Murray and Tillett, 2011b) . A work sub-graph, then, constitutes the description of a resource "viewed as a work." This interpretation acknowledges and embraces the diversity of perspectives with which any given object may be viewed and recorded: "a marketer describes product features, a linguist enumerates utterances, a scholar perceives a work with known or inferred relationships to other works, and so on."
Constraining data versus constraining underlying domain models and vocabularies The approaches described above differ with respect to how they constrain languages of description. Seen in terms of the Singapore framework (Figure 2) , the OWL ontology for FRBR expresses application-specific constraints in the domain model -i.e. as constraints on a conceptual reality ("things in the world"). The approach to expressing ISBD in RDF, in contrast, builds on a simple domain model (that of a single resource), defines an RDF vocabulary, and uses that vocabulary with application-specific constraints in a description set profile -i.e. as constraints on the content of metadata records ("things in the data"). The Murray-Tillett approach to FRBR likewise implies a simple domain model, with application-specific constraints expressed in description set profiles for describing works, expressions, manifestations, and items -i.e. as constraints on the contents of sub-graphs that are aggregated into description sets, in the DCAM sense, an approach which points towards unexplored uses of RDF named graphs.
Approaches that shift the expression of constraints from reality-facing domain models to data-facing description set profiles are in principle closer to the ideal of "minimal ontological commitment." According to Thomas Gruber: An ontology should require the minimal ontological commitment sufficient to support the intended knowledge sharing activities. An ontology should make as few claims as possible about the world being modeled, allowing the parties committed to the ontology freedom to specialize and instantiate the ontology as needed (Gruber, 1993) .
If knowledge sharing activities no longer occur primarily in closed systems within controlled environments -, e.g. among library cataloging departments -but in the wider context of Linked Data, then communication will be facilitated by generic, loosely constrained domain models and vocabularies. Again Gruber (1993) :
Since ontological commitment is based on consistent use of vocabulary, ontological commitment can be minimized by specifying the weakest theory (allowing the most models) and defining only those terms that are essential to the communication of knowledge consistent with that theory.
This does not preclude the specification of precise, validatable constraints on description sets (data records) in order to ensure the quality and consistency of data as it is produced or consumed.
The Library of Congress Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control concluded in a January 2008 report that "until carefully tested as a model for bibliographic data formation for all formats, FRBR must be seen as a theoretical model whose practical implementation and its attendant costs are still unknown" (Library of Congress, 2008) . Gordon Dunsire sees the introduction of FRBR; the increased citation of external authorities for things like names, subjects, and controlled values; and the integration of descriptive data from publishers as aspects of a historical shift from paper catalog cards to webs of decentrally maintained records -a trend that was already well underway before linked data offered a generic method for expressing such linkages see Figure 3 ). How traditional requirements for controlling the quality and consistency of such records may be met while maximizing the potential for rich connectivity with the wider linked data environment may best be answered by trying and testing alternative design approaches in practice. 
Dublin Core in the linked data ecosystem Since their publication as an RDF vocabulary in the late 1990s, DCMI metadata terms have been joined in the semantic web space by dozens of vocabularies, some created by translation from existing vocabularies (as discussed in the previous section) and many from scratch. In order to merge data from multiple sources, consumers of linked data must make pragmatic choices -often just guesses made on the basis of short definitions -about when two terms are close enough in meaning to be mapped ("aligned").
One solution is for maintenance organizations to declare alignments as a part of their published vocabularies. In 2005, DCMI worked with the Library of Congress to identify several dozen MARC relator terms declared by the Library of Congress as RDF properties -terms such as "architect" and "calligrapher" -as sub-properties of the Dublin Core property "contributor" (DCMI Usage Board, 2005) . DCMI and the FOAF Project have both declared the FOAF property "maker" ("An agent that made this thing") to be equivalent to the Dublin Core property "creator" ("An entity primarily responsible for making the resource"). Mapping statements published in RDF by the Library of Congress, DCMI, and the FOAF Project make these mappings available for automatic processing.
The coherence of linked data will increasingly depend on the ability to make such declarations on a large scale. When aligning major vocabularies, careful review may be needed. IFLA's ISBD and FRBR review groups, for example, are seeking to align their RDF vocabularies with each other, with RDA, and with DCMI metadata terms. This work will be undertaken in part by a new DCMI Bibliographic Metadata Task Group (2011) with support from JSC, the FRBR review group, and the ISBD review group. A new DCMI Schema.org Alignment Task Group (2011) is developing alignments with the new and rapidly evolving vocabularies of Schema.org, an initiative which aims at helping web developers embed structured data in web pages.
Careful review processes, however, will not scale to the levels required for handling dozens of vocabularies. Moreover, many RDF vocabularies are moving targets, evolving in uncontrolled ways in response to pragmatic needs. Methods will be needed for letting mappings made on an ad-hoc basis for specific projects to "bubble up" as input into more formal approval processes, or perhaps even put entirely onto the basis of crowd sourcing. When DCMI evaluates emerging open-source platforms as a basis for managing its own vocabularies in 2012, scalable support for the publication of alignments will be an important requirement.
Role of memory institutions in preserving RDF vocabularies
The RDF language does not itself solve the difficulties of human communication any more than the prevalence of English guarantees world understanding. However, RDF does support the process of connecting dots -of creating "knowledge" -by providing a linguistic basis for expressing and linking data. Just as English as a second language provides a basis for communication among non-native English speakers, RDF provides a common second language into which local data formats can be translated and exposed. Aside from supporting communication in the here and now, RDF provides a response to the continual obsolescence of computer applications and data formats by expressing knowledge using a well-understood grammar and citing publicly documented sources. Given ongoing web access to the sources of subjects, predicates, and objects, RDF triples do not require additional out-of-band information for their interpretation. In this sense, RDF data can be said to "speak for itself." LHT 30,1
Over the long term, RDF data can speak for itself and remain intelligible only to the extent that its underlying vocabularies are preserved and its URIs resolve to documented definitions. Like other aspects of language, RDF vocabularies will evolve over time, so the correct interpretation of data from the past will depend on the availability of historical versions. The value of any given vocabulary in the present will depend on the certainty, both perceived and real, that its schemas and Web documentation will remain reliably accessible over time and that its URIs will not be sold, re-purposed, or simply forgotten.
Creators of RDF vocabularies range from stable institutions to private individuals. Vocabularies maintained by time-limited projects and by individuals appear especially vulnerable, though many of these may be especially significant and innovative, especially in emerging or rapidly evolving fields of science. For their potential importance to future applications or to scholarship, RDF vocabularies are especially worthy of long-term preservation. The fluid, evolving nature of vocabulary development may, however, require approaches to preservation that function in a distributed manner and in a wide range of social contexts. Without a framework of inheritance arrangements for devolving ownership of domains and URIs to secondary custodians, and ultimately to memory institutions, many innovative vocabularies will be lost and the long-term usability of data created on their basis will be compromised.
In order to raise awareness of the risks inherent with having a single point of failure for RDF vocabularies, and to reinforce the long-term viability of the friend of a friend vocabulary (FOAF), DCMI and the FOAF project reached an agreement in May 2011 (Brickley et al., 2011) . According to the agreement, DCMI will monitor the payment of domain-name fees and mirror the FOAF project subversion repository. If FOAF project servers become temporarily unavailable, DCMI can use its access to the FOAF namespace DNS to make a cached copy of the vocabulary available online. If the event that the FOAF project ceases activity, responsibility for keeping FOAF documentation available online will devolve to DCMI.
DCMI and the FOAF project believe that arrangements of mutual support and cooperation among vocabulary maintainers such as this agreement can improve the long-term viability of RDF vocabularies in all niches of the semantic web ecosystemfrom vocabularies maintained by small, agile, time-limited projects or grass-roots initiatives to vocabularies maintained by stable cultural memory organizations -and offer this agreement as a potential template for others. Arrangements such as those between DCMI and the FOAF Project could potentially be generalized to a coalition of memory institutions, perhaps using mirrored caches of RDF vocabularies, with contingency plans both for temporary service outages and long-term changes in the availability of maintainers (Halpin and Baker, 2010) . The viability of linked data in the long term will depend on the preservation of vocabularies across generations.
In conclusion
The translators of ISBD into RDF see the Dublin Core application profile approach as one that allows precise record structures to be specified on the basis of generic vocabularies that are reusable by many communities:
Our work so far indicates that it is possible to apply RDF, the "gadget" of the semantic web, effectively to ISBD, a bibliographic metadata record structure developed over many years with the experience of cataloguing professionals world-wide. The Dublin Core application Languages of description profile helps preserve the integrity of that structure, and allows libraries and other bibliographic agencies to exchange metadata at the level of the record. But the application profile approach also allows parts of the record structure, including aggregated and basic statements, to be re-used and mixed with other elements from related communities and their namespaces. And the RDF properties can be used directly by other communities, aggregated into different forms of statement, and interlinked with their own namespaces for their own requirements.
"It is difficult not to see this as a pragmatic realization of universal bibliographic control," they conclude, "with RDF the practical gadget that has been eluding IFLA and other organizations for so long. And, like all really useful gadgets such as the computer and the mobile phone, we should expect a revolution in how we continue to develop and use our long-time, traditional expertise and practices" (Willer et al., 2010) . The translation of library standards into RDF involves the separation of languages of description from the specific data formats into which they have for so long been embedded. When defined with "minimal ontological commitment," languages of description lend themselves to the sort of creative adaptation that is inevitably a part of any human linguistic activity. With description set profiles, the quality and consistency of data traditionally required for sharing records among libraries can be ensured by defining constraints as constraints on the contents of data -without compromising the interoperability of the underlying vocabularies in the wider linked data environment.
